Simplifying System Management

SYSGEM LOGFILE CONCENTRATOR
The multi-platform log data manager by Sysgem AG

Logfile Concentrator
Multi-platform
log file data management

LOG

generated, and a full web browser interface
enables remote access.

Sysgem’s Logfile Concentrator is a comprehensive
Windows-based tool to integrate streams of log
file data from multiple sources in one single
centralizing location. Log data is collected from
remote multi-platform servers and end-user
devices, then stored in a central database for
analysis and regulatory compliant archiving.

As part of the Sysgem product family, Logfile
Concentrator can be used stand-alone or
complementary to our flagship product Sysgem
Enterprise Manager (SEM) as part of a comprehensive system management toolset covering
your organization’s entire IT environment.

Identify security risks with intelligent filtering tools
as well as automated reporting and customizable
user-defined alarms. Records are displayed in a
real-time user-customizable display as they are

Understanding the challenges and opportunities
of maintaining legacy infrastructure critical to your
business’s success, Sysgem offers dedicated 24/7
support as well as customization services for our
customers’ specific needs — regardless of the
organization’s size.

KEY FEATURES

Ensuring security and compliance of an
organization’s IT infrastructure necessitates
effective log data and configuration management.
This can become a challenging and timeconsuming task for organizations relying on a
complex combination of modern and legacy
system environments.

Supported data sources include Windows Event
Logs, UNIX/Linux syslog, OpenVMS Audit Journals
and SNMP traps while common ODBC databases
(such as MS SQL, Oracle and MS Access) are
supported for log storage.
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About Sysgem AG
Founded in 1998 by former DEC and IBM
engineers in Switzerland, Sysgem has been
developing innovative solutions to simplify
system, identity and access management
for over 20 years.

Harmonizing modern and
legacy operating systems
together in one tool
Since its beginnings Sysgem has focused
on integrating the management of both
modern and legacy systems into powerful
multi-platform tools.
Sysgem’s solutions have been used for
over two decades by internal and external
IT teams of large enterprises and SMBs as
well as governmental and military
institutions around the world, as part of
their holistic system management strategy.
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Customizable solutions to
empower your success
Our key focus on customizable and
versatile system management products has
allowed Sysgem’s customers to easily
develop unique solutions specific to their
evolving IT management needs of their
often mission-critical systems.

Uncompromising support
for mission-critical systems
Together with our partners, Sysgem
provides full 24/7 support for OpenVMS,
Windows, Linux, UNIX and IBM AS400
iSeries systems so our customers can rely
on us to provide the tools to keep their
systems running efficiently at peak
performance.
Contact us today to find out how Sysgem
can streamline your organization’s
infrastructure management.
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